Product Features
- The device uses its WIFI module for wireless video signal transmission.
- The client can use iOS and Android APP to view the real-time camera video.
- The client terminal shall support Android 2.2 or above, and iOS shall support Version 4.3 or above.

Version 1.0
Please read the user manual carefully before using this product. Failure to understand operation procedures may result in injury.

* The pictures are for reference only, please refer to real subjects.

** Connection WIFI:**
1. Click the icon in the main interface of the intelligent mobile device terminal.
2. Click “Wi-Fi”, select your camera, and connect the wifi of the tool.
   - The initial SSID of the device is WIFICAMERA. Then type in the device “88888888” as the default password.
   - Press this icon in the settings menu. You can change the default factory setting of the device (Default password: 88888888). As shown below.

** View the video:**
Open the APP, and if the connection between the wifi of the tool and the intelligent mobile device terminal is successful, the icon will be highlighted, and the images transmitted from the wifi camera tool can be seen in the APP, as shown in the figure.

** Settings:**
Press the icon into the settings menu. You can change the default factory setting of the device (Default password: 88888888). As shown below.

** Operations for iOS Apple system client:**
1. Turn on the intelligent mobile device terminal and enter GOOGLE PLAY store.
2. Search “Wi-Fi” software, and download.
3. Install the APP software. As the following interface:

** Operations for Android system client:**
1. Turn on the intelligent mobile device terminal and enter Google Play store.
2. Search “Wi-Fi” software, and download.
3. Install the APP software. As the following interface:

** Settings:**
Press the icon into the settings menu. You can change the default factory setting of the device (Default password: 88888888). As shown below.

** View the video:**
Open the APP, and if the connection between the wifi of the tool and the intelligent mobile device terminal is successful, the icon will be highlighted, and the images transmitted from the wifi camera tool can be seen in the APP, as shown in the figure.

** Notice:**
- When set WIFI signal to connect the mobile phone, please close the WIFI signal previously opened.
- Image display time is related to the CPU, memory, software version, working software number of mobile phone.
- When the background is black or the image is still, please exit the APP, and check whether the wifi connection is normal, then click again the APP icon to enter into the software interface.

The specific steps to clear network memory are as follows, and then follow the above WIFI connection method to re-connect the new network.